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A topological space X is said to have property DE, where c > 1 is a real number, if for 
each closed subspace F of X there is a linear function 8 : 6*(F, + t?(X) such that (1) 
@(fi extends f, and (2) II @ II < c, ie., ti @(f)N 6 cll f II for f E C’(F). We givce a necessary 
condition for a space to have property 0: and then obtak the following results. 
There.exists a semimetrizable cosmic (hence hereditarily Lindelltif) space which does 
not have any property DC*_ 
For each odd integer mr > I there exkts a space which has property Dir but not pro- 
perty DC* for any c < rn. 
A space having propzrry DE for some c C 3 is hereditaray collectionwise normal, 
There is a compact Hausdorff space with property 0; which is not hert’:ditaril:y normal. 
pN does not have any property DC*. 
AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 54(320,54DlS, r Secondary 54C36,54D20,54E20. simuitancous hnear ext;:nsion 
extension of continuous funoti.ons 
extension of open sets 
hereditarily coke tionwise normal 
Denote the vector space of all continuous real-valued functions on a 
space Y by C(Y), and denote the vector space of all bounded contin- 
uous real-valued function on Y by C*( Yj. The latter vector space is 
with the sup-norm, and the norm off E C*(Y) will be 
noted by IIf II. 
In [9] 9 Dugundji proved the following theore S 
his name. 1 
a part: of the author’s doctoral the&. 
Borge:t proved their theorems for functions having values in 
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ugundji Extension eorem. Let F be a (nommpty) closed subspace 
of a metrimble spce X. Then there is (E linear function @ : C(E)I+ C(X) 
sat&fying, for each f F C’(F), 
(a) t@(f) r F =fl i.e., @ is an extender. 
(b) the range of G(f) (is a subset of the convex hull (in ) of the range 
o$fi 
In [4], Barges generalized this result by showing that it is enough 
to asscme the slpace X is stratifiable. * In this paper we study a family 
of proper&s related to the conclusion of the Dugundji Extension The- 
orem which c;ln be us& to answer some questions of Michael and Barges. 
These PrOPerlIie§ Were Woduced independently by Heath and Lutzer 
U61, P73. 
A space X is s,aid to h.ave the pronerty Df, where c 2 1 is a real num- 
her, if for each closed subspace F of X, there is h linear function 
QE, : C*(F) + C”(X) satisfying, for eachfe C*(F), 
(a) @(fJlF=jF 
(b) the operatIm norm If-&) II of <P does not exceed c, i.e., 
H@tf) iP < c Ilf II for eachfE C*(F) . 
‘II.. us the Dugundji Extension Theorem and Borges’ generalization there- 
of imply that every met&able space, and every stratifiable space, has 
property Dr. Recently Heath and Lutzer proved that every subspace of 
any linearly oaderable space has property 0; [ 151. 
In the 1950s Michael asked whether every perfectly space satisfies 
the Dugundji Extension Theorem. In his 1966 paper [4] , Borges asked 
whether the members of the more restrictive class of perfectly paracom- 
pact spaces .must satisfy this theorem. After Heath proved, in 1969, that 
every stratifiable space is a o-space (see [ 14]), Michael specialized the 
question even further, asking whether paracompact ci-spaces (which 
have many properties in common with stratifiable qacesj satisfy the 
Dugundji Extension Theorem. Our example I&, , presented in Section 4, 
settles all of these lqukstions negatively: there exist Lindelof, first count- 
able o-spaces which do not have property I$’ for any c; certainly such 
spaces camott satisfy the conclusion of the Dugundji Extension Theorem. 
* It has been observed by Weath and Lutzer that f~ ( r each closed subspace F of a normal space X 
there exists a tinea extender CQF’-+C(X), I[ IS] (apply the Tietze-Urysohn extension theo- 
amel base for C(P))* Analogously o~ne can find a linear extender 
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We shall give a necessary condition for a space to have property D:. 
In order to explain our condition, it is convenient o denote t 
ogy on a space Y by TY (occasionally 7(Y) for cl y). Tllen a space X 
is collectionwise normal if (and only if) for each r&e family SQ in 
consisting of closed sets, there is a function K : ~4 + FAT such that: 
(l)(lM)n K(A)=A, forA Ed, 
(2) rc(A ) n K(B) = Q whenever A 35: B, for A, B E SQ . 
Observing that each A E d is open in the closed subspace USQ s we see 
that a sufficient condition for a space X to be collectionwise normal 
is the following: 
For each closed subspace F of X there is a function ICI rF--* rX 
such that: 
(1)Fn K(V)= V, for DE+, 
(2) K( V’) n K( @) = 0 whenever V n W = 0, for V, W E rF. 
(K “extends” open sets of F to open sets of X in such a way that exten- 
sions of disjoi’ t 
8 
open sets of F are again disjoint). Spaces atisfying 
this conditio ‘will be called K1-spacm. It turns out that in a K,, -space 
X there is for each subspace F a function 0~: 7F + TX satisfying (I) and 
(2) above; see 2.1. Therefore a subspace of a Kl-space is a Q-space; 
see 2.2( 1). Hence Qspaces are hereditarily collectionwise normal. We 
will show that a space with property D: for some c < 3 is a K, -space. 
On the other hand, there :is a compact space with property 0; which is 
not even hereditarily normal. 
The concept of K, -space was motivated by a theorem of Kuratowski, 
stating that for each subspacz F or a metrizable space X there is a func- 
tion it : r1;‘+ rX sue> that: 
(l)s;n K(V)= I/, for I+%+, 
(2) K( V) n K(W) = K;( V n IV), for V* kV 65 7F, 
(3) g(Q)) = 0 
[ 18, p_ 122, § 15, XIII]. We will study spaces with this property, K,- 
spaces and relations with extension properties in [ 71. 
Generalizing the concept of K+pace, we say that X is al K,-space if, 
for each closed subspace F of X (equivalently, for each subspace F of 
X; see 2. l), there exists a function K : 7E;+ rX such that 
(I)Fn K(V)= v, fOIY 1% #, 
V 
(2)K(Vo)m..n K(VRJ+whenever Vin T/i=0~forOCKj~n, 
I)* . ..t Vn E TF. 
-spaces was motiv& d by a theonsm 
ed that any s 
escribed in 3.3 
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We shall see that a necessary condition f(or a space X to have property 
D,* is that X be a J&-space, w&e y2 is the smallest integer > ! (c - 1). 
This is best possible in the fokwing sense: for each positive keger yt 
there exists a space pn with property L3zfl + 1 which is not a K, -space. 
The spaces Pn also show that, for each odd integer VI > 1, there is a 
space having property Df , but not property Dr for any c < M. Up 
to now, aaly spaces with property 0; and spaces not having any pro- 
perty D,* 9vere known. 
Our condition is not sufficient: a space having some property 0: is 
normal, but there exist nonnormal .Kz-spaces; ee 2.3. This leaves open 
the possibility that &-spaces have property Df . However, this is highly 
improbable, for, by a recent result of BeTlyamini [ 21, there is for each 
x > 1 a compact space X, having a closed stubspace FA such that 
h = min( HQP II 1 Cp:: C*(Fh) + C”‘(X,) is a linear extender} 
(Earlier such paira (X,, p;h) were constructed by Carson and Linden- 
Strauss [ 51 for OCM integers A > 1) Then there is a K 
K :’ 7F2 + G2, but not a linear extender C*(F2) + C 3 
-function 
(X2) with oper- 
ator norm 1. We do not know whether there exists for each real num- 
ber h $ 1 a space having property Di, but not property D,* for any 
cc x. 
It follows from our result that a space with property D,* for some 
2 <I 3 is hereditarily collectionwise normal (since K, -spaces are here&- 
tarily colleciicnwise nonmal). The converse of this statement is far from 
being true. There is a Srst: countable cosmic (hence hereditarily Lindelof) 
space H, which does no’t have property Dr for any c.~ H, is the topolo- 
gical sum of a family {HII I n E Pi) where each Hn is a first countable 
cosmic space which is a J’ Ln +1 -spa d e but not a n”,-space. The existence 
cJf such 3 family is of interest for yet another reason: it shows that the 
property of being a Kn -space is independent of such properties as being 
hereditarily Lr ndeM 
The structure of the invidual spaces Hn is not completely understood; 
fior example, while we know that H, does not have property 0,” for 
ali~y c < 3, we do not know whether H, has property 0: for so*me c 2 3 
(we believe it has not). 
e assume that all spaces are at least T,. Then a space having some 
is completely regular. This will be used without explicit 
sita’Ye integers, Z is the set of all in 
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countable network. ere a family d is catiled aaaetwork for at space X 
if, whenever U is a neighborhood of a point p E X, p E A C U for some 
AEsB. 
ThfoughoUt this section, n is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. Let 
F beI a subspace of a space X. We call a function re : rF + TX a Kn- 
fir’nc tion if: 
(R)Fn lc(Pj= I/, for VE rF; 
(2) if y2 = 0, then ~($3) =fl and K( Vj n K(W) = K( V f7 W), for V, WE ~8: 
if yt > 0, then K( VO) n . . . 
O<i<j<PZ, vO ,..., vnEKF. 
n K( Vn ) = Q) whenever Vi n P> = 0, for 
Taking VO = . . . = Vn = 63 in the above definition, we see that K(@) = 0, 
also if n > 8. Wkz call a spaze X a K,-spc;lce if there is for each closed sub- 
space F of X a K* -function K : TF -+ TX. Clearly a K, -space is a K,. 1 - 
space, for YI 2 0. The converse is not true for yt > 1 (see Sections 4 and 5). 
We do not know whether ICI-spaces are I&,-spaces. The concept K,- 
function is used in an essential way in 4.5. 
2.1. Lemma. For a space X the following conditions ore equivalent: 
(a) for each subspace F of X there is a AC,-function K : TF -+ TX; 
(b) for each closed subspace F of X there is a I&-function bc : TF+ TX 
(i. e., X is a I& -space). 
Proof. Ht suffices to prove that (b) implies (a). If F is a subspace of X 
let X : rF- + rX be a &-function, and define K ; TF ,+ rF_ Cy K;(V) = 
F- - (F u V)- . Then K is a &-function. It follows that h * K : rF+ TX 
is a &-function. 0 
2#2. Corolllary. (1) A subspace of K,-space is a K,-space. 
-space is hereditarily co#ectl‘snwise normal. 
Proof. (1) If F 6 Y C X and K: TF + TX is a K,-function, then 
h::7F-,7Ydefinedbyh(~= Yn’K(V)isalsoa 
(2) Since K,-spaces are collectionwise normal, this follows ft‘om (1). 
Altematively, if s\l is a discrete collection of closed subsets in some sub- 
sp’ace of X, consider a K, -function K: : T( 
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2.3, In cmtrast to Com%ry 2.2(2), a K2-space need not even be Haus- 
dorff (remember that al; spaces are supposed tg 
N U (p, 4 ) , where 9, and q are two points not in Each 
is isolated, and a neighborhood of i or q contains ill but 
ny points of S (S is a sequence converging to two points). 
race but it is not Hausdorff. 
The referee kindly supplied the following example of a normal K,- 
space which is not collectionwise normal. Let X be the set of all points 
in the upper half-plane, including the x-axis. Points above the ,.*=axis 
rfie isolated, and points (x, 0) on the x-axis have basic neighborhoods 
of the form 
(ti, O>) u {(r, I~) 1 0 < s C E, the line from (x, 0) to (r, s) 
has slope * 1) . 
X is described by Heath [ 11, pm 175, Example 1 ] and is a nonnormal 
&space. Assuming Martin’s axiom -f 2”o > H 1, there is a normal 
subspace which is not collectionwise normal. There is an uncount- 
able subset G of the x-axis such that each subset !sf G is an. F, in G, 
in the relative plane topology on G [ 22, p. 74,l .I 91 or [ 2’1, p. 1191. 
Then C u {eF, JO I y > 0) is normal, but not collectionwise normal. 
This is essentially [ 3, p. 182, Example E]. This subspaze is also a K2’ 
space. 
ultaneous linear extenders 
eomn. A space with property D,* is a K,-space, where n is 
the smallest integer > i (c - 1). 
roof. Let F be a closed subspace of a splace X having property II,*, zl.nd 
assume c < 2iuz +1 - e, where e l > 0. Let (3p be a linear extender from 
C*(F) to C*(X) with norm not exceeding 2n + 1 - E. ‘We have to con 
struct a I&-function K : 7-F+ TX. 
0f cxwse, we have in genTa the inequality 
(j)(jk)19 (2~9t 1 -e)* Ilfli, forxE X, fE C”(X). 
*(Fj + C*(X) be a &near extender with norm 
E, where E > 0 (and a -- e 2 I). ??bi! there i.8 an open 
ood W cf Fsuch that @(‘j)(x) I< (;(a+ l)- 4~) l iifii, fog 
x E IV and every nonnegative f E C*(F). 
Let e : F + R be the function defined by e(x) = 1 for x E I;: Let 
(ej-‘[(l - +z, 1 ‘3 E)]. [We cannot be ;;ure that: (e) (x) = 1 for 
r;Z x CI X! .] Since Q, is linea_r, CP(OP e)= or. f&e>1 fix eaclh real number Q. 
Observing that’ ii f - 1 llfsl . e St = f lift! for nonnegative bounded functions 
on F, we see that for 31: E IV and for nonnegative f~ C”(F) the follow- 
ing holds: 
!qfm) I = !qF- ! !l_fti l e)(x) + cP($ iifii l e)b(x) 1
a< 1 *if-- 1 iifii 0 e)(x) I + $ ii fii l I Qh((e) (x)! 
< (a - 6) * i iif ii + 1 iif ii l ( 1 + 4 e) 
=:(%(a + lj- $e) * ilfii. Cl 
Proof of the theorem (continued). Denote the set of all continuous func- 
tions from F to the unit interval [O, 11 by C** * Lea W be: as in the lemma 
with a = 2n + 1. Define a function K : TF + TX by 
K(V)= Wn [U(~y)-l[(l -e/4(n+ 1),-j] IfE C**, 
fi A!!-- VI c (O}}] . 
[Observe that “C”, instead of “=“, ensures that K(E) 31 IF.] Since Q, is 
an extender, F c? K(V) = V for WE rF. 
Let VO, . . . . Vn E TF satid“ Vi f7 VI = (3 for 0 G i < j G n. Let&!, . . . . fn 
‘be arbitrary functions of c*’ satisfyingfi[F- VJ C ((3) for 0 G i G n. 
Thenf=fo += ..* + fn is nonnegiative, and ii,~ii = 1. Hence for .X E W 
since dp is linear. Therefore 
,)n ..enK(vn)= is es t 
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lh Section 5 v>‘re show that this theorem is best possible in the following 
sense:: Far each 1~ * cz there exists a space Pn with property Dzn+ 1
wh,i& ii nut a 
. Let X have pmperty D,*, let n be the smaZ/est integer 
en for every discrete collection d of closed sets in X 
there is an open collection {K(A) 1 A E d ) w&g $-hat: 
)A b’K(A),forAE 94; 
(2)#(,4)nB:=0,forA,B~~,A#f;, 
(3) any point o,fX belongs to at most n sets K(A). 
This was proved by Heath and Lutzer with c - 1 instead of k(c - 1) 
[ 161 (announ& for c < 2 in [ 173 ). We do not know whether this 
corollary is best possible. We do not even know whether there exists 
a space with some property D,* which is not collectionwise normal. 
However, we do have the following result, by 3.1 and 2.2(2). 
3.4. Corollary. A. space with property 0: for some c < 3 is hereditarily 
collection wise normal. 
There is a compact Hausdorff space with property Dz which is not here- 
ditarily normal (see Section 5). Thus this corollary is best possible. The 
converse of the corollary is far from beiqg true. In Section 4 we con- 
struct a first countable cosmic space which does not have property D,* 
for any C. 
3.5. Corollary. fllY does not have property D,* for my c. 
- N contains a family of cardinality 2”0 consisting of pair- 
int open. sets, [ 10, Example 21, It follows that there 
can be no &$unctioa K : a( + @l!d) for any n, since t 
According to [ Hi‘;, this has been proved by Banilower 1.1 I. For c = 1 
the fact was known earlier (see e.g. [ II 11). 
We next show that th.e condition that for each closed subspace of a 
space X there is tin additive extender mapping nonnegative functions to 
ive functions is remarkably strong, and implies that X has pro- 
110~s that X is a &-space? 
inuous, respec 
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e will call anextender Q, a (&se&) convey hull e&?nder if t1h.e 
(f) is contained in the (close ) convex hull of the range of 
f, for each fin the domain of a. 
3. . Let I”’ be a closed subspace of a tmmd space X 
(a) There is a near convex hull extender Cp : C(F) + C(X) iff there 
is WI additive extender %I! : C(F, (0,~)) + C(X, (0,m)). 
(b) There is Q linear convex. httll extender Cp :C”(F) + C*(X) if there 
is an additive extender @ : C*(F, (O,+) + C*(X, (0, ~a)). 
(c) There is a linear closed convex hul2 extender Q[, : C(F) + C(X) iff 
there is: an additive e*Jl:tender q : C(F, [ 0, -)) + C(XS [ OS-)). 
(d) There is a linear closed cmvex hull extender QE, : C’(F) + C’(X) 
ij$f there is an additive extender V! : C”(F, [Oy)) + C”(X, [O,m)). 
Pelczynski has proved (d) unde.r the additional condition that *(an = 
a ey) for Q > 0 [ 20, p. 19, Proposition 2.111. 
Let A4 be the Michael line, let Q be the (closed) subspace of rationals 
of 1M. Then there does not exist a linear closed convex hull extender 
C(Q) + C(M) (hence not a linear convex hull extender C(Q) + C(M)) 
[ 15 ] and there does not exist a linear convex hull extender 
C*(Q) + C*(M) [ ‘71. IIowever, for eacph p Ased subspace F of.84 there 
is a linear closed Gi;3nvex hull extender C*(F) + C*(M) [ 151 and M can 
be embedded in a space satisfying the Dugundji Extension Theorem I’?]. 
It is not known whether the property that IFor each closed F in X there 
is a linear closed convex hull extender C*(F) + C*(X) is equivalent o 
property B;“. 
Praof of Theorem 3.6. It suffices to prove that the conditions are suf- 
ficient. Let IF and I, have the obvious meaning. We first show that 
we may assume that @(IF) = I, in all four cases, and then grove (a). 
The remaining parts can be proved in a similar way. 
First step. Let 9 be an exrender given in one of the four cases. Let 
W = 9(fF)- l [(d , -)] ar;d Mp : X -+ [ 0, 1 ] lbe a continuaus function 
satisfying 
Fc w-‘l(O)], X-WC 
ick any point x0 E F nd define S and qflz by 
Then gI and $ are :additive xtenders with the same domain as \I/, 
and !I$(&) = 1,. [Observe that \k, (IF)@)~ > 4 for x E X.1 Hence we 
may assume that *(IF) = 1,. 
Second step, Since %kr(lp) = I,, and \k is additive, we can define an 
extender 
@’ : C(F, [O, f=)) + C(X, [O,-)) , 
satisfying W r C(F, (0,~:)) = !P, by 
WV) = !T!(l, i-f) - 1, . 
Then: 
(a) \k’[C(F,(O,+)] C C(X. (O,=jj. 
Next define an extender CP : C(F) + C(XJ by 
where, as usual, f”(x) = max (0, f(x)} and f - (x) = min (Q,f(Jc) ) . Then 
is additive. [W’ is additive, hence \k’(@ - W(b) = W(c) - \k’(d) if 
Q .- b = c - d, for a, b, c, d E C(F, [ 0,~)). Additivity of Q easily fol- 
lows,] Now @ P C(F, IO,+) = 9’; so @fC(F, [(I,-))] c C(X, [O,SQ)). 
Using (a) we infer: 
(b) if f < g, then @a < a@); if f < g, then @(j?‘) < e(g); 
since @ is additive. Since @(QI~) =~1 (pcf3 for rational ac, (b) implies 
that this equality lholds for all real numbers Q. Therefore @ is linear, 
and 
(C) @(at I,) = cy 1, for all Q E R. 
By (b) andi f(c), Q, is a convex hull extender. u 
any proptxty D,* 
In this section we construct a first countable cosmic space H_ 
t have property 0: for an:1 c. Obslerve that 
istri~,tifiabl~e, and b 
of Creede a space is semimetrizable if ;Ind only if it is first countable 
and semistratifiable [ 61 .3 
In order to construct H, , we construct for each positive integer n 
a first countable cosmic Kn + l -space i?fn which is not a Kn -space Then 
by 2.2( 1) the topological sum H_, of the family (H, I n E N 1 is XIOS a
Kn-space for any II and hence M, does not have property DC* for any 
c, by Theorem 3.1. 
Theconstruction of the spaces Hn is b;r induction on n. Throughout 
this section, for Q, 6 E W u { - 00, f m ) we denote by I@, b) the subset 
(x~Rixirrat~onalandca<x<iF7}X (0) 
of R” , and by d the Euclidean metric in W2. The coordinates of a point 
x E R2 will be denoted by x1 and x2. 
4.1. @s@wdisn of H, c 
A uBu @ofR.2,where 
4 The underlying set of Hi is the subset 
A =&--,4-Q), 
B= {cp/q, l/q)ipfZ,q~N), 
C = {x E R2 I both x1 and x2 are rational, x2 > O] - B. 
The topology of I!, is determined as follows. Basic (open) neighborhoods 
inHI ofapointxE& are 
i 
iY~4lY2~Ix~ -y1(< l/m} ifxEAS 
U, (x, m) = {x} w CyE 61d(x,y)< l/m) ifxE,B, 
{X) ifxE C, 
for m E N. 
Regularity is easily checked because for any Q E A the boundary of 
V&z, m) in H, is the set {Cal - l/m, O), (a, + l/nz, 0)) (in fact, ind II, 
= U). JJ, is the union of the separable met&able subspace A, B and C, 
and hence has a countable network. Therefore N, is cosmic. 
Observe that C, the set of isolated points in pi,, is dense in H, . 
4.2. Proof that H, is not a K, -space. Let F, = A u 8, and let * 
K : TF, + TH, be a:nly function such that I’, FI )t( V) = ‘&r for VE a;&. 
Since the subspace A is a Baire space, for some & E 
’ This reference is due to the referee, 
4 This space is a minor modificati.on of an example by Heath f 13 1.. It is a kind of a butter 
space. in the same way as in [8, Example 2.41, one can show hat l ?; is 9 r;uo&rat of a f+Uh 
countable separable stratifiabk space. 
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L, = {x E A I U,(x, k) c K(F1 f-l U,(x, 1))) 
is not nowhere dense in A, Hence there exist S, t E with s < t such 
that Lk fi 1(s, t) is dense in I@, t). Select p E Z and q GE such that 
1./q < l/k SK @- l)ls, P/4 r’ t 
and let z be the point (p/q, l/q). Since {z ) E 7F,, there is an m 3 q-such 
that U, (z, iyn) C K( (z }). Find a v E Lk n J((p - 1)/q, {p - 1)/q +s l/m). 
Then U, (z, m) n U, (y, k) # Q and thus K((Z j) fl K(F~ n U, v, l))+ 8 
although evidently {z } n (F1 n II/, $7, 1)) = 0. It follows that K is not 
a K1-functilon, hence H, is not a &-space. 
.y?l. COllSb"UC~Ol'l Of Hn+ 1 fOZ’ Jy1 E . Assume that we have constructed 
a First countable coriznic space Hn which is not a Kn-spact: and in 
whlich the (necessarily countable) set In of isolated points is dense. Let 
{Uk (x, WS) I m E N } be a neighborhood base in Hn , for x E H,, . 
The underlying set of Hn i 1 will be A V (B X H, ) U C’. For con- 
venience we denote B X Hn by B,,+ l . 
There is a pairwise disjoint collection (T(b, x, m) 1 b E B, x E In, rn~ N) 
of subsets of C such that each T(b, x, m) is of the form 
where it and 0 are real numbers, depending on b, x and m, such that 
0 < QL < /3 < l/nz. The topology of H,. 1 is determined as follows. Basic 
(open) neighborhoods in Hn + 1 of a point x E H, + 1 are 
(U,(X,~)--B)U U{(b) X HnIbEBnU,(x,m)) 
ifxEA, 
&+l (x, m) := ((b) X Un(W,m))u u(jy(b,,y,k)[yEI,n,U,(w,m),k~m) 
:ifx=(b,W)ERrl+~, 
E 1 x if x E C, 
ltforward proof that the families {Un+l(X, m) I m EN) are 
s and that the:y generate aregular top0100 
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A&-space, there is an r;;Z C Hn such that there Is no 
KX.& -+7&Let&+1 =Av(BX 
any function such that &+ 1 n $3~ V, for VfE;,.kl.Inthesame 
way as in 4.2 we can find a k E and z = @/q9 l/q) E 63 such that if 
m 2 q and t f In, then there is a y E A satisfying: 
(1) u,+j&Y, k) c “&+I n v,+& l)), 
(2)U,+,01,k)n({z}XH,)=~, 
(3) Rz, & m) n un+r 6% k) SC: c9* 
[Note that m 3 q (hence diam(ir(b, t, m)) < z2) is essential to achieve 
(3). I 
Since {z} X Fn is open in I;;l+l, we can define a functiion 
X:r(fZ} X 4c,~~~({z)X H,JbyX(V)=((z}X F,)n ~:(V).Then 
obviously ((2) x iF,> n A.(V) = Vfor VE 7((z) x F,,). 
Now the map 12 : Hn + (z } X H, defined by h(x) = (2, x) is a 
homeomorphisk Hence X is not a K, -function. Therefore there are 
VQ ) e**.Q V’ E af(z} X F,) such that: 
(4) Vih Vj=o,forO giIc;j~n,andyetn~=oX(V~)+~. 
Then there is a t E Ifl with (2, t) E fl rzo X( Vi), hence ti, t) E l”l~~,rc( Vi). 
Therefore there is an m E N Ah m 3 q such that T(z, t, m) C Qy+ K( Vi). 
Choose ay E A satisfying (11, (2) and (3). Let Vn+l = Fn+l n U&Cy, 1). 
Then fly&’ K( Vi) 2 ‘7’(z, t, m) (7 U’+ 1 (y, k) f: @ although Vi n Kj = 0 
forO<i<j<n+l by(2)and(4)(since({z} X l3;)n Vn+l =&and 
thus Vi T‘S ‘c/n+1 =0 for 0 < i <- n). It follows that K is not a K,. 1. -func- 
tion, hence Hn+l is not a Kn+l-syace. 
4.5. Proof that Ha is a Kn+l-space for n E W. For 172 > 1 we denoted 
diT, -(A u C’) =B x H,_l by B, ; in addition we will denote 
11, -(A u C)=B byll,. 
The proof that Hn is a KyI + I - s pl ‘ace is by induction on PZ. Clearly 
being discrete, is a K, -spaces, If we assume that Ha is a K,n+l -space 
then so is B,,,, E, because B,,+ a is the to~pological supn of copies of 
Hence in order to prove both the first and the inductive step it !:uf- 
fkes to prove: 
Let n! E N be fixed, and let: G be a closed subspace of 
fine a K, -fiJnction h: TA -+ THY by 
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s noted in the introduction, Kuratokski proved that met&able space!: 
me Qspaces, [ 18, p. 122, 8 15, Xlll] , hence themre is a A$-function 
cp:7(AnG)~7A.Definer:?G-*TH~ by 
r<O = [(ho &(A n V-J] - (6; - V). 
Then 
(fF)r(V’j~)An VandGnqQ?c Vfor VETG, 
(‘6) r(V) n T(W) = $9 if Y n W = 8, for V, W E 7G. 
biserve that subtraction of G -- V is essential to achieve the second 
part of' (§).I We can define a KO-f~mction p : ~93~ -+ 7Hn by 
Since B, is a K,, -space, there is a K,-function J/ : ~(l& n G) -j 7B,. DC- 
ALILV u ~Gwld&lGn 6 : fina cl CPrnetG TG + 7Hfl by 
Then 
since P is a &-function.] Finally, we can define a function tc : TG -+ THY 
bY 
Then, by (5) and (7): 
Gn M(V)= Vfor . 
Hf E TG are disjoint, then 
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by (9), and hence, by (6) and (8): 
(l@~(v&? . ..n K&+1) = forQ~ t< j< a+ 1, 
is a Kn + 1 -function. I-Ience Hn is a + 1 -space, 
5. aces erty D; for 0 
e construct for every positive integer n a space 1D, with prop&y 
D 2ntl which is not a Kn-space, and hence does not have property D,* 
for any c < 2n + I by Theorem 3.1. In fact, Pn will have a property 
whi& is stronger than Dz*,+]\ 
viz. property Dzz+l : 
but weaker than each Dz with c < 2ul+ I, 
A space X is said to have property DC* !, where c > 1 is a reatl numbe m, 
each cloased subspace kof X there is al ine& extender Isp : C*(F)+ C’*(X) 
such that II a(f) Ii < c l llfll for fe C*(m, provided llfll + 3 (of course, 
II fi(fJ II = 69 if Ilfll = 0 since @ is linear). 
5.1. CO~&UC~~O~ of Pn . Let Ai be a discrete space of cardinal@ Hi. 
The one-point compactification of Ai will be denoted by Gil and the 
point at infinity will be cakd pi, i = 0, 1, . . . . Let n be a fixed positive 
integer. 
Qn is the “cube” I&!& Ci, and I,, = IIyzO A i is its “interior”. The’coordinates 
of a point x E Qn are denoted by x0, . . . . x,. The C’Origin” is the point 
q defiltled by 
qj "Pj9 O<jQL 
For x E Ai, the point e(i, X) E & is defined ky 
x 
i 
ifj=i, 
e(i, X)j = 
fjj ifj# i. 
The ith “‘edge” is the set 
(observe that 4 4 Ei). subspace 
of Q, is the sl’ace we are looking for. Observe that PI = Qr and hence 
Y, is compact; however, I& + Q, if yt # 1. It is left as an exercise to 
the reader to show that each Pn is paracompact. Throughout, we will 
denote by B, the “boundary” of Pn , i.e,, the closed subspace Pn -In = 
at Pn b not a K,-space. The “edges” Ej are pairwise disjoint 
open subsets of the “boundary” B, , Let Uj be a neighborhood f Ej in 
i’ 4; ,I~? I $11 on3er to prove that there is no K,-function 
K : d3, + rPn 9 ir su:~fices to prose that Ts y!9 Uj ‘~6 0. The proof is an ex- 
tension of the pi:ccrf for the case PI = 1, which is well known. 
if x E A,, th.e$.n c {i, x) E El C EI,; hence for i # I there are finite sub- 
sets F(i, x ; 1) of A j such that for y E In the following holds: 
(ar) y E Ui if yj :::: x and yi E A, - F(i, x ; i) for i # i. 
Let F. = 8, and de:ifine for i > 1 
I;j~;~,J(~(i,~“;j)li<i, tEAi) . 
Then it follows from (cw) that for x E A j and y E In certainly the follow- 
ing holds: 
(fl) y tS Uj ifvf f AI -F(i,x,j)forI<i,yj=x,yiEAj-Fjforg’>i. 
Observing that IFJ I < Hj_l < Hf = lAii for I: 3 1, we can construct a
point z E In as follows. First choose 2, E A, - Fn. Then determine 
$.l, &.z, :‘*? zO successively in such a way that 
Then z E Uj for each i, by (p), since Z~ E Ai - F(i, Zj; ,i) for i < i, an& 
zi E Ai - Fj even for sachi. It follows that U. n l . . fli U,, + 8. 
The proofs that P, has property D:l+I are almost he, same for y1= %I and 
n > 1) so we first consider the case n = 1 in detail in 5.3, and then @ve 
a hint how to deal with the case AI > 1 ipa 5.4. 
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C*(Bi ) + C*(P, ) such that II +m II < 3 Ilfll forfe C*(l$ Jy 
e first construct in 5.3.1 and verify that 
all properties require6 in 5.32 and 5.3.3, and then confirm our intui- 
thn in 5.3.4, 
5.3.1. Constm~%~~ of Q. Consider A, to be the set of positive integers, 
and define for each f e C*(B I) a function h@(f) : PI + 
[The factor (1 - 1 /x0) ensures that It iaCr, I1 C 3 llf I\ provided Hf II + 0; 
see 5.3.3.1 Obviously 9 is linear. Observe that for x E I,, 
5.3.2. Proof t,bat @a is continuous forfE C*(B,). Fix f E C”(B,) and 
let E > 0 be arbitrary. Since f is continuous at’q = wO, pl), there are 
finite subsets ,FO C A o and F, C A 1 such. that If(x) -f(pO, gl ) I < E/Z! 
for x E U n B, , where U = (Co -I$) X (Cl - F, ). Tkn it foUows .%om 
(1) that . 
ifzE U-B, = U n 1, ; from (2) that 
ifzE ({s} X (Cl - &)) - .3, and s E A o ; and from (3) that 
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Therefore @y) is continuous at each point ofBl . It follows that @v) 
is continue us, since the points of I, = P, - Bi are isolated. 
5.3.3. Proof that II G(f) H < 3 Elfll if” llflt Y+ 0. Let f be an arbitrary element 
(B,) !with tif II # 0. There is an nO E A,, no 2 3, such that 
If(s, p1) --J1’@(), pa) 1 < 4 ilfl %“or s > no. Then for any z E I, satisfying 
zu > n9 we have by (3) that 
On the othler hand, for any z E I, satisfying z. < II~, we have by (2) 
that 
I~@(f)(z)l< (3 - 2/no)llfl . 
Consequently I!*(jf) !I G (3 - 2/n, ) IIf II i
5.3.4. 77~ gerferak case. Now let F be an arbitrary nonempty .clr/sed 
subspaice of P, . 
C&se l:Fn B, = @. Then F is both open and closed in P, , and so 
there is a retraction r : P, + F. Then an extender q : C*(F) + C*(P, ) 
can be defined by Wi’f) =p 0 r Clearly !I! is linear and II 9 II = 1 c . 
Clue 2: F’fl B, # \a. l&c fiist construct a retraction r : B, + Fn B,. 
If ‘;po, pl) 4 f7, then F fl Bl is both open and closed in B, and hence 
the desired retraction exists. If (PO, p 1 ) E k we can define the desired 
retraction I’ by 
ifzEFnB,, 
otherwise . 
Let @ : C*(B, ) + C*(P, ) be the extender defined in 5.3.1. For each 
f E C*(F), CffF n B1) 0 r belongs to C*(B, ), hence we can define a 
qj3 : P, -+ R by 
ifncE F, 
ifx $ F. 
is continuous on 
- 13 1 (since such a point is isol 
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NextJetxE Fn B,. Then bothfand Qr((frFn B1)* ~)are~~~r~ti~u~)us 
= Q,((f’rF n B,) 0 r)(x); hencefis cmt 
is continuous. Finally, frcm the deli 
from 5.3.3 we conclude that II \Ikcf) II < 3 &fll if llfll + 0; and evid.ently 
is linear. 
5. e case II > 1, We mw indicate how to deal witPi the case n > 1,. 
White fli, w ] for f(efi, x)), and replace 5-3 _ I(1 ) by 
i 
f(.Y) if x E Bfi , 
*cm) = f(q)+(fw,x,] -$&))+(t --. l/X*)fhyp,Xi] -f(q)) 
i 
i=l 
ifxEP, -B,. 
Then the proof that P, has property Dg* can easily be adapted ta show 
that .Pfj has property D~~+l 9also for va: > 1. 
5.5. Remark. The idea of Lemma 3,2 ste:rns from an investigation of 
example PI. It is not difficult to find the extemder a; : C*(B, ) + C*(pl ), 
defined by 
=x0 cay-, =x1 , 
f,cv) = 
Then II& II = 1 but II a(&) III = 3. By a cardimhty argument it can be 
shown chat for every linear extender QE, : C’“(EI F) + C*(P, ) and for every 
c < 3 there is an x E II. such that 
this involves functions which cha 
ma 3.2. 
estions 
The spac(Ss S and x’ in 2.3: and the subspace ‘Dx - (@o, PI_ > ) ofp, 
are exarnpkss of &-spaces w&h do not have any property Dz ) since 
they are not normal. 
Q 1) Must Q k+pace have property DT? 
e be%eve *that &-spaces need naf: have any property 0:. 
‘in all known examples, subspaczs of a space having property $ 
alsO have property DT, 
(2j 1s property DT heriditary? Lr property 0,” hereditary in heredit- 
mi!y normal spaces? 
Oerr example P, shows that property Uz is not hereditary. In 171 we 
wi’il use an example of Heath and Lutzer [ 15 j to show that some ex- 
tension properties, strong enough to imply that a space is a K, -space, 
are not hereditary; for example the conclusion of the Dugundji Ex- 
tension Theorem. Note that a positive answer to the first question set- 
tles the first part of the second question positively. However, we be- 
‘2ieve that property 0: is nc’t hereditary. 
The spaces P,, are paracomp&ct; there are spaces with prcsperty IIT 
which are not paracomp;tct, e.g. :he countable ordillals, [ 151, see 
also [ ‘71. So all known er:amples of spaces with some property D,* are 
collectionwise normal. 
(3) Must a space which iclas any property II,* be cqllectionwire nor- 
mal? Or is Corolklry 3.3 best possible? 
(4) Does there exist far each real number X > 1 a space kuhich has 
property 0: but not property D,* for any c < h? 
n this appendix we indicate how to construct an Ho-space M, 
t have any property LI,* . We will not repeat the defi- 
se we only need the follow.ling facts: 
ble space is an Ho-space [ 19, (A)& 
is covered by a countable c4ection SQ 
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the uniopl of some finite subcollection of94 , then 
[ 19, Praposition 7.71. 
As ina Section 4, we will construct for each YI E an N O -spac:e I%& 
which .k not a -space. Then M, will be the topological sum (of the 
M, ‘s. The basi omstruction is to combine t c- 
tion of the spaces .Hfi chael’s method of turning 
space into.an HO-sp8ce [ 19, Example R7 1. 
deEned as in Section 4. Q i 
both open and closed in Q. 
Cmstmcthn of M, . M, is the subspaee 
ofMl X Q,cf. [19,Example 12.1~. --I rhPn L4 X (4)) U {(HI 4)X {i}i A r*4-_ , 
i E Pi} is a countable closed cover of M, , each member of which is an 
Ho-space because of (1). Clearly (3) implies that no compact subset of 
Ml intersects (HI -A) X {i) for infinitely many i. Hence& is an HO- 
space (2). The proof that M, is not a K, -;space is entirely analogous to 
the proof that H, is not a K1-space: Let G, =M, f~ (F, X &), let 
K:T$ +7M, beanyfunctionsuchthatG1 r? K(V)= Yfor VETG~, 
and consider 
L,,= ExEAI U,(~,k)x {i)c K(G1 n(Ul(X,l)xQ))3_ # 
instead of L, . 
Construction ofMn,l for n C:’ N. Assume that we have constructed an 
HO-space M, which is not a R&pace, in which the (necessarily count- 
able) set of isolated points is dense. We first conskict an additional 
space Sn. Althou& M, is not first countable (far otherwise it would 
be metrizable [17a, (B)]), it will be clear how to adqt the construc- 
tion of Hi+l so as to get a space Sn {he underlying set of whkh is 
Au(B X M, ) u C. Denote B k M, by BI, . ‘Then the underkyin 
Mn., is 
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It is pos&le to consider Mn+l as a subspace of S,+ 1X Q X Q, but 
fiX the plTOOf that tin+1 is not a Kn+l- s $) ace it seems more convenient 
to topologize Mn + 1 as fOUOWS: points Or"Mn+l --@IX (4) X {q}) 
have their iKlbSp~C~*fGYn+l x Q x Q-neighborhoods, but a basic neigh- 
borhood of a point ti, q3 q) E A x {q ) X (q } has the form 
M n+l fl (UX VX , where U and V are neighborhoods of 
and of q respectively (instead of Jl;, + 1 n (UX Vx Iv)). The 
proof th + l is not a Kn + 1 -space is left to be reader. 
T.he collection 
sd = {Cx {i) x Ci)r i,iEN) u {B:,x (i} x (q)l iEN) 
is a countable closed Cover of M, + 1 a each member of which is an k$, 0 -
spacie. [Observe that Bk is a topological sum of countably many HO- 
spaces, hence is an HO-space by (2).] Let F be a compact subset of 
M n+l . Because of (3), F intersects Sn X {i) x Q for at most finitely 
many i E N. For each such i this intersection is compact, hence F in- 
tersects C X {i) X {j) for at moi finitely many j E N, again because 
of (3). It now follows from (2) that Mn+1 is an Ho-space. 
ed in proof. Let A = ([O, 1 ] X 10, I}) - {(O,O), ( 1 I, 1:) have the topo- 
logy induced by the lexicographic order, and let S be a convergent se- 
quence. Then A X S is a compact I-Iausdorff space which is hereditarily 
:LindeMf. Nowever, the proof of 4.2 can easily be adapted to show that 
,4 X S is not a &-space, hence A X S does not have property DE for any 
4% 3. 
I wish to thank the referee, who wrote a quite detailed report and 
who suggested the Set-Up of the first part of the introduction, and 
aarten A. aurice for their numerous remarks, which made this re- 
vised version much better readable. 
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